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Abstract: The occurrence of diseases is usually accompanied by changes in protein levels and types.
These differentially expressed proteins can be used as biomarkers for the diagnosis and treatment of
diseases. In recent years, luminescent iridium(III) complexes have attracted much attention in the
field of protein-based disease diagnosis due to their excellent optical properties. In particular, affinity-
based luminescent iridium(III) complexes have the advantage of evaluating protein information with
minimal interference on their biological activities. In this review, we summarize the current advances
in affinity-based luminescent iridium(III) complexes for the detection of disease-related proteins.
Moreover, the future perspective for affinity-based iridium(III) complexes is discussed.

Keywords: affinity-based probe; iridium(III) complexes; luminescence; protein biomarkers;
cancer; diagnosis

1. Introduction

A protein is a type of biological organic macromolecule composed of amino acids, and
they are an important component of human cells and tissues [1]. Proteins account for about
18% of the total mass of the human body [2]. Dysregulations of protein (including changes
in form, type, and abundance) are associated with a variety of diseases such as cancer,
obesity, inflammatory disease, and metabolic disease. Therefore, proteins are valuable
biomarkers for disease diagnosis [3,4].

Iridium(III) complexes are an emerging alternative luminescence modality to organic
dyes, and have the characteristics of kinetic inertness, strong absorption in the ultraviolet
region, high photoluminescence yield, large Stokes shift, photobleaching resistance, and
environmentally sensitive luminescence [5–11]. In addition, the two-photon absorption
capacity of iridium(III) complexes provides a near-infrared (NIR) window for improved
tissue radiation penetration in biological imaging applications [12,13]. Furthermore, the
relatively long phosphorescent lifetime of iridium(III) complexes provides an opportunity
to use time-resolved luminescence techniques in order to significantly improve through
the elimination of fluorescence background noise [14,15]. Functionalized with specific
recognition elements, iridium(III) complexes have been widely applied for the detection of
metal ions, small molecules, proteins, enzymes, and even cancer cells [16–24].

Generally speaking, luminescent probes for proteins are divided into activity-based
probes (ABPs) and affinity-based probes (AfBPs) (Figure 1) [25,26]. Activity-based probes
were originally established for proteome-wide profiling of kinases with covalent inhibitors
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under native cellular settings. The design of activity-based probes is generally based on the
incorporation of a reactive warhead into a high-affinity ligand. Commonly used reactive
warheads include aryl sulfonyl fluoride, vinyl group, haloacetamide, and photoactivatable
groups, which are capable of covalently binding to many nucleophilic amino acid residues,
such as cysteine, tyrosine, threonine, lysine, and serine [27,28]. Covalent linking between
the warhead and the target protein occurs, allowing analysis by mass spectrometry, fluores-
cence and/or radioisotope-assisted gel electrophoresis. This strategy is a powerful tool for
the large-scale identification of potential “on” and “off” cellular targets of drug candidates.
However, a disadvantage of activity-based probes is that by covalently binding to specific
sites on proteins, such as enzyme active sites, they may interfere with the native biological
activities of the proteins [29,30]. In contrast, affinity-based probes interact reversibly using
non-covalent interactions including hydrogen bonding, electrostatic forces, van der Waals
force, and hydrophobic interactions [31,32]. As affinity-based probes do not interact cova-
lently with the target protein, they may have less effect on the native biological activities of
the protein.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of activity-based probes and affinity-based probes binding to the target
protein.

Given the advantages of affinity-based probes, affinity-based luminescent iridium(III)
complexes have been widely used in biomedical fields [3,33,34]. However, a comprehensive
review on this topic is lacking. In this review, we summarize and discuss recent advances
in the development and application of affinity-based iridium(III) complexes for various
diseases, including cancer, inflammation, and other conditions (Figure 2). Moreover, the
future directions for affinity-based iridium(III) complexes will also be discussed.
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2. Cancer-Related Probes

Cancer is a global public health problem [35]. In the past thirty years, the incidence rate
of cancer in the world has increased by 3−5% per year, and cancer became the leading cause
of death in 2020 [36]. The early diagnosis of cancer is particularly important to minimize
cancer mortality [37,38]. Therefore, efforts have been made to develop optical imaging
agents and inhibitors for the diagnosis and image-guided surgery of cancers. In this context,
iridium(III) complex-based affinity-based probes have been explored for the detection and
imaging of cancer-related proteins. Initially, the Lo group conducted landmark work of
designing luminescent iridium–estradiol conjugates for the detection of breast cancer-
related estrogen receptor α in a buffer [39]. After that, a range of affinity-based luminescent
iridium(III) complexes were reported for the detection of cancer protein biomarkers.

2.1. COX-2-Specific Imaging Agents (1−2)

Metabolism dysregulation is one of the hallmarks of cancer cells. Tumor cells often
overexpress metabolic-related enzymes, and thus these enzymes are promising biomarkers
for cancer detection [40,41]. In particular, COX-2 is a highly expressed enzyme in gastric
cancer, colon cancer, pancreatic cancer, and other cancers, while it has very low expression
in normal cells [42–44]. Ma and coworkers reported two new luminescent iridium(III)
complexes 1 and 2 and evaluated their ability to detect COX-2 in human cancer cells [45].
These complexes represented the first application of iridium(III) complexes as COX-2
imaging agents. Complexes 1 and 2 possess a “binding unit” moiety that is a structural
analogue of indomethacin, a COX-2 inhibitor, that is linked to the iridium(III) “signal unit”
via an amide bond. This modular design can yield suitable probes that retain specific
binding to the target enzyme for detection. Complex 1 shows a maximum emission
wavelength at 575 nm, while complex 2 exhibits a maximum emission at 580 nm, with large
Stokes shifts of around 280 nm for both complexes. Complexes 1 and 2 showed strong and
stable luminescence in HeLa cells expressing high levels of COX-2, while they displayed
negligible luminescence in LO2 cells that express low levels of COX-2 (Figure 3B,C). These
results indicate that complexes 1 and 2 could be used to distinguish cancer cells from
normal cells based on their COX-2 expression status. A drawback of these complexes is
that they are “always-on” COX-2 probes with low imaging contrast.
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Figure 3. (A) Chemical structures of complexes 1−2. Living cells stained by (B) complex 1 and
(C) complex 2 (1.0 µM). (a, c, e, g, j, l, n, p) HeLa cells and (b, d, f, h, k, m, o, q) LO2 cells. The upper
row is luminescence imaging, and the lower row is bright field imaging. λexc = 405 nm. Reproduced
with permission from ref. [45]. Copyright 2017 Royal Society of Chemistry.
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2.2. Integrin ανβ3 Receptor-Specific Imaging Agents (3)

As a targeting motif, RGD mediates specific binding with the ανβ3 integrin receptor,
which is highly expressed in various tumor tissues, so RGD-derived molecules have been
widely applied for optical imaging and drug delivery systems [46]. Ma et al. reported an
iridium(III)–histidine coordination (Ir−HH cyclization)-based method for cyclization and
preparation of an RGD-cyclized iridium(III) complex (Ir−HRGDH, 3) (Figure 4A) [47]. The
process of the cyclization reaction can be readily monitored by the increase in the phospho-
rescence intensity of the resulting complex formed. Complex 3 shows a maximum emission
wavelength at 492 nm under excitation at 328 nm. Moreover, complex 3 showed extensive
phosphorescence distribution in the cytoplasm of the ανβ3 integrin-overexpressing cancer
cell line A549, while a linear RGD-labeled iridium(III) complex (RGDHH−Ir) only showed
weak phosphorescence staining, which is attributed to the stronger membrane permeability
of cyclic peptides. Furthermore, compared with the conventional fluorescein-labeled cyclic
RGDyK peptide, complex 3 showed better targeting affinity for cancer cells with stronger
membrane permeability (Figure 4B). This work provides an efficient method to prepare
cyclic peptide-functionalized metal complexes, which will largely improve their membrane
permeability.
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Figure 4. (A) Chemical structure of complex 3. (B) Images of A549 cells incubated with Ir−HRGDH
(10 µM, λexc = 405 nm), RGDHH−Ir (10 µM, λexc = 405 nm), or FITC−c(RGDyK) (10 µM,
λexc = 488 nm) for 24 h at 37 ◦C. Reproduced with permission from ref. [47]. Copyright 2014 American
Chemical Society.

2.3. CXCR4-Specific Imaging Agents (4−6)

Chemokine receptor 4 (CXCR4) is a G protein-coupled membrane receptor, which is
overexpressed in 23 types of cancer and is highly associated with tumor metastasis [48–51].
Joeri et al. reported three different Ac-TZ14011 peptide-conjugated iridium(III) complexes
(4−6) for imaging CXCR4-overexpressing breast cancer cells (Figure 5A) [52]. Ac-TZ14011
is a peptide with an affinity for CXCR4 [53]. Complexes 4−6 showed absorption maxima
at 383, 397, and 410 nm and emission maxima at 585, 572, and 566 nm, respectively.
Moreover, the lifetimes of the three complexes were all over 200 ns in a nondegassed
solvent, which is much longer than the measured lifetime of 4.4 ns for the organic dye
rhodamine 101. Complexes 4−6 bound to CXCR4 with Kd values of 84.4 nM, 254.4 nM,
and 66.3 nM, respectively. Cell-imaging experiments demonstrated that complexes 4−6
stained CXCR4-overexpressing MDA-MB-231 cells (Figure 5B), and their luminescence
intensity was correlated with their Kd values. Benefiting from the long emission lifetime
of iridium(III) complexes, fluorescence lifetime imaging of complex 6 stained the cell
membrane with a high signal-to-noise ratio. This work harnessed well the desirable
photophysical properties of iridium(III) complexes for imaging cancer cells.
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Figure 5. (A) Chemical structures of complexes 4−6. Confocal images of the peptide-conjugated irid-
ium(III) complexes in CXCR4-expressing MDA-MB-231 cells: (B) 4 (1 µM); (C) 5 (1 µM); (D) 6 (1 µM).
Reproduced with permission from ref. [52]. Copyright 2011 John Wiley and Sons.

2.4. EGFR-Specific Theranostic Agents (7)

Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is the receptor of epidermal growth factor
(EGF), a regulator of signal transduction and cell proliferation [54,55]. EGFR overexpression is
highly linked to tumor angiogenesis, cell proliferation, tumor invasion, and metastasis. In 2020,
Wu et al. grafted a well-known EGFR inhibitor, 2-(4-hydroxybenzylidene)malononitrile [56],
as a “binding unit” into iridium(III) complexes (signal units) for the generation of a series
of EGFR probes (Figure 6) [57]. The maximum emission wavelength of these complexes is
mainly located in the range of 529−611 nm. Among them, complex 7 showed characteristic
absorbance bands of transition metal complexes at 208−346 nm, with a Stokes shift of over
200 nm (Figure 6A), which was much larger than the typical Stokes shifts of fluorescent
dyes. Moreover, complex 7 showed bright luminescence in the EGFR-overexpressing human
epidermoid carcinoma cell line A431. Target engagement of complex 7 was verified with
a competition experiment using an EGFR inhibitor, as well as a colocalization experiment
where the green–yellow color of complex 7 perfectly overlaid with green immunofluorescence
in A431 cells with a Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.950 (Figure 6B). Further inhibition
experiments demonstrated that complex 7 suppressed EGFR activity with an EC50 value
of 1.18 µM, while it inhibited A431 cells through the EGFR-mediated MEK/ERK pathway
in A431 cells. Thus, this work indicates the desirable theranostic potential of affinity-based
iridium(III) complexes. However, the “always–on” luminescence mode of complex 7 requires
washing steps for imaging, which is a drawback.
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2.5. GRPr-Specific Theranostic Agents (8)

Gastrin-releasing peptide receptor (GRPr) is a member of the bombesin G protein-
coupled receptor family, and its aberrant expression is highly associated with a range of can-
cers including kidney, prostate, lung, and colorectal cancers [58–60]. Wang et al. reported
an iridium(III) complex (8) functionalized with a GRPr peptide-based inhibitor, JMV594, for
studying of GRPr functions in living cancer cells and immune cells (Figure 7A) [61]. In this
work, a long alkyl 6-aminohexanoic acid was selected as a linker to conjugate an iridium(III)
complex and JMV594, ensuring the retention of specific GRPr binding of JMV594 to the
conjugate. Complex 8 exhibited an intense absorption band of spin-allowed intraligand
(1IL) at 250−310 nm and a less-intense absorption band of spin-allowed metal-to-ligand
charge-transfer (1MLCT) transition at 310−450 nm in acetonitrile (ACN), while it had an
emission maxima at 596 nm, with a large Stokes shift of 275 nm. Imaging experiments
showed that the complex was capable of imaging GRPr-positive lung cancer A549 cells, and
its target engagement was verified by a knockdown experiment, where the yellow lumines-
cence of complex 8 was only observed in cells not treated with GRPr siRNA (Figure 7B).
Moreover, complex 8 also inhibited GRPr activity-related production of proinflammatory
cytokines including TNF-α in LPS-induced RAW264.7 cells. The theranostic property of
complex 8 makes it suitable for the deep understanding of GRPr functions in cancers, and
its feasibility in in vivo use should be studied in the future.
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Figure 7. (A) Chemical structure of complex 8. (B) Effect of GRPr knockdown on the imaging of A549
cells. A549 cells and GRPr knockdown A549 cells were incubated with or without complex 8 (10 µM)
for 2 h. Cell images were detected at λexc/λemi = 405/570−690 nm. Reproduced with permission
from ref. [61]. Copyright 2020 John Wiley and Sons.

2.6. Dopamine Receptor-Specific Imaging Agents (9−12)

Dopamine receptor is a kind of receptor located in the cell membrane, and its abnormal
expression was recently identified to be linked with several types of cancers including lung
cancer, breast cancer, and colon cancer [62–64]. Ma and coworkers reported a series of
luminescent iridium(III) complexes (9−12) containing dopamine moieties as dopamine
receptor (D1R/D2R) bioimaging probes (Figure 8A) [65]. These complexes were designed to
specifically bind to the dopamine receptor based on the interaction between their dopamine
moiety and dopamine receptor. Among them, complexes 9 and 11 showed long emission
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lifetimes of 4.61 µs and 4.36 µs, respectively, while complex 11 had the most brightness
with a quantum yield of 0.245, with emission centered at 558 nm and a large Stokes shift
of 215 nm. Moreover, these two complexes showed low cytotoxicity (>100 µM) in A549
cells. Imaging experiments showed that complexes 9 and 11 selectively visualized A549
cells, and their yellow luminescence was largely reduced after dopamine receptor siRNA
treatment (Figure 8B−D). The long lifetime of complex 11 was further exemplified by a
fluorescence lifetime imaging experiment in which intracellular background fluorescence
was largely eliminated. This work highlights the merits of using iridium(III) complexes for
cell imaging.
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Figure 8. (A) Chemical structures of complexes 9−12. The relative amount of D1R/D2R in A549 cells
before (B) or after (C) D1R/D2R siRNA treatment. (D) Cell images of A549 cells with complexes 9
and 11 in D1R/D2R knockdown experiment. A549 cells were incubated with or without complexes 9
and 11 (30 µM) for 1 h. Reproduced with permission from ref. [65]. Copyright 2018 Royal Society of
Chemistry.

2.7. Death Receptor-Specific Theranostic Probe (13)

Apoptosis is an essential biological process for maintaining the balance of the internal
environment [66,67]. However, abnormal apoptosis increases the risk of tumorigenesis,
as abnormal cells fail to be removed from the body [68]. Tumor necrosis factor-related
apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) can trigger the cell-exogenous apoptosis pathway by
binding with death receptors (DR4 and DR5) and other related signaling receptors [69,70].
Aoki and coworkers reported a luminescent tris homoleptic iridium(III) complex-peptide
hybrid 13, which contains a DR5-specific cyclic peptide [71]. Complex 13 exhibited max-
imum absorption bands of about 280 and 360 nm, with a strong green emission peak at
about 506 nm. Moreover, the complex had a luminescence quantum yield of 0.35 and an
emission lifetime of 1.0 µs. Its specific binding to DR5 was determined to be Kd of 2.2 µM
by a 27 MHz quartz-crystal microbalance (QCM) measurement. Complex 13 induced
apoptosis similar to TRAIL in Jurkat cells. Further imaging experiments validated that
complex 13 selectively imaged Jurkat cells based on the high expression of DR5, which
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was consistent with an immunofluorescence imaging experiment (Figure 9B). Complex 13
further highlights the theranostic application of iridium(III) complexes.
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3. Inflammation-Related Probes
3.1. Avidin-Specific Luminescence Probes (14−15)

Biotin is essential for the normal metabolism of fats and proteins, playing an important
role in maintaining the natural growth and development of the human body [72]. The
strong binding effect between biotin and avidin has been widely used for biomolecular
detection, immunoassays, and clinical diagnosis [73]. Since 2004, a series of iridium–biotin
conjugates were reported for “turn-on” detection of avidin in solution [74–79]. In 2008,
Kwon et al. reported a tripod probe (14) for biotin–avidin assays, which consists of an
energy acceptor (iridium(III) complex), an energy donor, and biotin, while a probe without
donor (15) served as a control (Figure 10A) [80]. The luminescence of probes 14 and 15
originated from both 1MLCT (dπ(Ir)→π*(N-O)) and 3LC in the iridium(III) complex, and
they also had similar emission maxima at around 472 nm in ACN, along with emission
lifetimes of 0.49 µs and 0.45 µs, respectively. Upon binding to avidin, probes 14 showed
a ca. 14-fold luminescence enhancement at a 14/avidin ratio of 4:1 under excitation at an
absorption peak of the donor (310 nm), due to enhanced intramolecular energy transfer
and hydrophobicity after binding. This phenomenon was not observed in probe 15 due to
the lack of enhanced intramolecular energy transfer. However, the feasibility of this probe
for living systems was not explored.

3.2. Formyl Peptide Receptor-Specific Imaging Agent (16)

Formyl peptide receptors (FPRs) play important roles in defense responses, neu-
rodegenerative diseases, tumors, and metabolism-related disorders, and are emerging as
potential therapeutic targets in wound repair and inflammatory diseases [81,82]. The Ma
group developed a luminescent peptide WKYMVm-conjugated iridium(III) complex 16
as a luminescent FPR2 imaging probe in living cells (Figure 11A) [83]. WKYMVm is a
highly selective FPR2 agonist [84]. Complex 16 had an emission maximum at 576 nm and
an excitation maximum at 291 nm. Moreover, complex 16 also showed a good quantum
yield of 0.245 along with a long emission lifetime of 4.62 µs. Cell-imaging experiments
showed that complex 16 can selectively imaging FPR2-expressing HUVEC cells, but its
luminescence was largely reduced in the presence of FPR2 siRNA (Figure 11B). Target
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engagement results are also supported by a competitive analysis with a known FPR2
antagonist WRW4. Furthermore, complex 16 effectively reduced inhibited lipoxygen-A4
(LXA4)-induced HUVEC cell migration, demonstrating its theranostic ability for imaging
and inhibiting FPR2 functions in living cells. This is the first report of employing long-lived
iridium(III) probe for studying FPR2 functions in living systems.
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Figure 11. (A) Chemical structure of complex 16. (B) FPR2 expression after the treatment of FPR2
siRNA. GAPDH was used as a loading control. (C) Normal HUVEC cells and FPR2 knockdown
HUVEC cells were stained with or without complex 16 (30 µM) for 1 h. Reproduced with permission
from ref. [83]. Copyright 2018 Royal Society of Chemistry.

3.3. NF-κB-Specific Imaging Agent (17)

NF-κB is a critical transcription factor that plays an important role in mediating inflam-
mation, immune responses, and cell proliferation [85,86]. The related bioimaging probes are
desirable for unmasking its roles in immune systems. The Ma group developed a natural
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product-conjugated iridium(III) complex 17 to track intracellular NF-κB (Figure 12A) [87].
Oridonin is a selective binder of the p50 subunit of NF-κB. Complex 17 showed a lumi-
nescence band centered at around 577 nm, with a Stokes shift of about 277 nm. Imaging
experiments showed that complex 17 was capable of detecting NF-κB in HeLa cells, and
this luminescence was decreased in cells pretreated with p50 siRNA (Figure 12B). Moreover,
this probe can track tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α)-induced NF-κB translocation from the
cytoplasm into the nucleus. A luciferase reporter assay confirmed its weak NF-κB inhibitory
activity in HeLa cells. Complex 17 could potentially be applied as a theranostic probe for
NF-κB, but its inhibitory activity requires improvement for therapeutic applications.
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Figure 12. (A) Chemical structure of complex 17. (B) Effects of p50 knockdown on the tracking of
NF-κB in HeLa cells. Normal HeLa cells and p50 knockdown HeLa cells were treated with or without 17
(10 µM) for 4 h followed by stimulation with TNF-α (25 ng/mL) for 20 min. The yellow color indicates
the luminescence from complex 17, while the blue color indicates the fluorescence from Hoechst 33342
in the nucleus. Reproduced with permission from ref. [87]. Copyright 2017 John Wiley and Sons.

4. Other Disease-Related Protein Probes
4.1. Human Serum Albumin (HSA)-Specific Staining Probes (18)

The level of human serum albumin (HSA) in the blood or urinary system is an impor-
tant indicator of kidney disease, hypoalbuminemia, and microalbuminuria, so the detection
of HSA is of great significance for clinical diagnosis and drug discovery [33,88]. In 2018,
Wang et al. reported an iridium(III) complex 18 for the turn-on detection of HSA in the
urinary system (Figure 13A) [89]. The emission lifetime and quantum yield of complex 18
in PBS solution were 52 ns and 0.002, respectively, and these values increased to 101 ns and
0.048, respectively, upon addition of HSA. The complex showed a maximal ca. 26.7-fold
phosphorescence enhancement in PBS solution in response to HSA, with a detection limit
of 0.8 µg/mL−1 (Figure 13B). Moreover, complex 18 only showed minimal interference
from other proteins including hemin, trypsin, lysozyme, apo-transferrin, catalase, bovine
serum albumin, hemoglobin, methemoglobin, holo-transferrin, myoglobin, and transferrin
(Figure 13C). Competition and molecular docking experiments suggested that complex 18
was a potential site I- and II-binding probe for HSA. The different luminescence response
between HSA and BSA was attributed to its different binding mode, where complex 18
only bound to site II of BSA. Furthermore, the probe can selectively stain HSA in gel
electrophoresis, and was much clearer than Coomassie blue. Interestingly, complex 18 has
no specific binding unit for HSA, which is common among affinity-based probes.
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Figure 13. (A) Chemical structure for complex 18. (B) The phosphorescence spectra of complex
18 (5 µM) in the presence of various proteins (50 µg mL−1). (C) The turn-on phosphorescence
ratio of complex 18 with different proteins. Reproduced with permission from ref. [89]. Copyright
2018 MDPI AG.

4.2. Beta-Amyloid Fibrillation-Specific Theranostic Probes (19−21)

Aβ peptides are amphipathic peptides consisting of 39−42 amino acids (AAs), in
which Aβ40 and Aβ42 are the major human Aβ peptides [90]. In particular, Aβ42 can
rapidly form plaques and fibrils and is the main component of amyloid plaques or fibrils in
the cerebrospinal fluid of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) patients. Assembled plaques and fibrils
are highly toxic to brain cells, ultimately resulting in AD [91]. Curcumin is a polyphenolic
compound extracted from the rhizome of Zingiberaceae which was found to specifically
interact with Aβ peptides based on an affinity mode [92,93]. Zhao et al. synthesized a series
of iridium(III) complexes (19−21) with curcumin as the ancillary ligand (Figure 14) [34]. All
complexes exhibited emission lifetimes of 1.29−1.79 µs, emission maxima of 520−600 nm,
and Stokes shifts of over 200 nm. The complexes showed significant luminescence enhance-
ment to Aβ42 fibers, and only a slight enhancement to Aβ42 monomers. The best complex
21 showed 50-fold and 470-fold luminescence enhancement to Aβ42 monomers and Aβ42
fibrils, respectively. Moreover, complex 21 exhibited the strongest inhibition of Aβ42 pep-
tide aggregation, which was verified by ThT fluorescence assay and transmission electron
microscope (TEM) imaging. Complex 21 displayed an inhibitory effect on the aggregation
of Aβ42. However, its in cellulo luminescence imaging application was not explored.
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5. Conclusions and Perspective

As a type of transition metal complex, iridium(III) complexes have many advantages
beyond traditional organic probes, such as tunable emission from visible light to the NIR
region, large Stokes shift, high stability, long emission lifetime, and potential applications
in biosensors. In this review, affinity-based iridium(III) probes were mainly described.
Compared with activity-based probes, they have broader applications and are also less
likely to interfere with the native biological function of the protein target. In this review,
we have described affinity-based iridium(III) probes for a range of protein targets, includ-
ing tumor-related proteins, transcription factors, G protein-coupled receptors, dopamine
receptors, and Aβ peptides.

With the advent of advanced techniques in imaging and drug development, the re-
ported iridium(III) complexes have further research value in the fields of super-resolution
microscopy, NIR-II imaging, photoacoustic imaging, biomedical applications, and even clin-
ical use. Indeed, transition metal complexes have shown great potential as multifunctional
anticancer compounds integrating imaging and therapeutic functions [94–96]. However,
the research on affinity-based iridium(III) complexes is still in its infancy, and there are
still many problems to be solved. Some of the affinity-based iridium(III) complexes are
permanent luminescence probes, and they have no luminescence change upon binding with
corresponding proteins. These probes suffer from low signal-to-noise, and usually require
further washing steps in cell imaging. Another issue that has to be further explored for
affinity-based iridium(III) probes is the linker region that is used to connect the iridium(III)
complexes to the binding units. Currently, the precise effects of linkers on the luminescence
behaviors and binding affinity of the probes are less understood. Furthermore, the exact
mechanisms of cellular uptake, transport, storage, and metabolism of these compounds are
not very clear, but are prerequisites for further clinical application. Finally, the cytotoxicity
issues of iridium(III) complexes also need to be considered alongside their imaging and
binding ability. We believe that more and more efforts from bioinorganic and other fields
will accelerate and advance affinity-based iridium(III) complexes into disease diagnosis
and therapy in the clinical setting.
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